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Hi Edwin,
Please see below the status for Manual Testing on Nightly Firefox 47.0a1:
Testing status: COMPLETED.
We finished performing Full Testing on 47.0a1 and focused our efforts on: Sync Tabs Sidebar feature, but also tested parts of Sync as Synced
Tabs Sidebar feature is dependent of the Sync service.
1. Overall build status after testing: YELLOW.
If we consider Sync Tabs Sidebar as a standalone feature, we could sign it off with GREEN status, as there are no blockers logged on this feature
alone. However, there are few bugs logged on Sync, that we consider to have big impact on browser functionality:

·
·
·
·

1250085 - Navigation within an already opened tab doesn't cause a new tabs record to be uploaded
1250866 - [Synced Tabs] Not all tabs are synced if they are opened before user signs in
1252058 - [mac] "New Folder" button in the bookmarks modal dialog hangs Firefox if Sync is enabled.
1254129 - [Sync] Device name not updated when synced (device name synced alone)

Although, we don’t consider any of them blockers for the release of Synced Tabs Sidebar for Aurora, we are worried about them and will be
considered blockers for Beta.
2. Recommendation from QE: CONDITIONAL SIGN-OFF.
Based on the test results, we're conditionally signing off on this feature for Aurora, pending testing and the investigation for the Sync related
issues.
3. Manual Testing summary:
Focus areas:
Sync Tabs Sidebar – to make sure that sidebar functionalities are met and are functioning as expected
Sync – to make sure that the syncing service is working as expected
Bug fix verification – wiki
Test Plan: wiki
Detailed Test Results:
Full testing – https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IWFQgS0Wf_7MSLsgwYOyIzLMWmymNBj4tsSZm1Z9d4/edit#gid=285338362
4. Bugs logged during testing
No major issues logged on Synced Tabs Sidebar
Major issues logged on Sync service:
1250085 - Navigation within an already opened tab doesn't cause a new tabs record to be uploaded
1250866 - [Synced Tabs] Not all tabs are synced if they are opened before user signs in
1252058 - [mac] "New Folder" button in the bookmarks modal dialog hangs Firefox if Sync is enabled.
1254129 - [Sync] Device name not updated when synced (device name synced alone)
Please see complete list of bugs logged: https://wiki.mozilla.org/QA/Sync_Tabs_Sidebar#Logged_bugs
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